
The MultiDose is a unique hand pump designed to deliver 

accurate doses of concentrated chemicals into sinks, bottles, 

buckets, and other containers. Its attractive appearance makes it 

especially suited for areas that might be seen by the public.

The MultiDose does not require a water line connection – it 

dispenses concentrated chemical directly into the desired container. 

This makes it exceptionally valuable in areas of low water pressure 

or in locales where water line connections are not available.

A Variable dosage (5-30 ml per stroke), selected at time of 
installation, meets almost all product needs

A Accurate delivery at all dosage rates

A Quick recovery, even with thick products

A Recovery can be delayed up to 10 seconds, if desired

A Hinged discharge spout resists breakage from contact 
with equipment, pots and pans, etc.

A Chlorine resistant, so there’s no need to keep multiple 
models in stock

A Simplified design with very few moving parts, to reduce 
possibility of failure and eliminate downtime



OftenUsed

The MultiDose also includes an optional chemical enclosure to complete your 

system. The attractive enclosure holds up to a 2-2.5 liter bottle, with a locking 

cover to prevent theft or tampering. The built-in site window allows you to see 

when the bottle is empty, and the slanted bottom ensures chemical drains 

to the lowest point, thereby reducing waste. Alternatively, chemicals can be 

mounted in traditional rack storage, if desired.

The MultiDose is available in three different models for bottle, sink, and 

bucket filling. It’s easy to install—just attach the mounting bracket to the wall 

and slide the unit on to the bracket. The entire front cover can be pushed 

to activate the unit, making it extremely easy for anyone to operate. And no 

matter which dose volume you select, you can prime the MultiDose at its full 

30 ml stroke—no more time wasted trying to prime the pump 5 ml at a time!!

Options and Accessories

Model Description

625 Chemical container enclosure, lockable, fits most 2.0 - 2.5 liter bottles (1/2 gallon) or smaller

48000 Chemical container enclosure, lockable, fits two 2-liter (1/2 gallon) bottles

49000 Chemical management rack, fits four 1-gallon containers

115 Chemical management rack, fits three round 1-gallon or four F-style bottles

117 Chemical management rack for single product

119 Locking option for 115 chemical management rack

138 Inlet water hose, 3/8" x 6', black

185 Inlet water hose, 1/2" x 8', black

186 Inlet water hose, 1/2" x 10', black

MultiDose Models

Model Description Dosage Range

621 Bottle Fill Model 5-30 ml (5 ml increments)

623 Sink Fill Model 5-30 ml (5 ml increments)

624 Bucket Fill Model 5-30 ml (5 ml increments)
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